
You have a change in mind, a change that is needed, adds value and supports your
organisation’s mission… what next? 

A change vision is imperative - something that your team can all buy into, believe, and
know why it is necessary. 

A strong Change Vision will: 
● Help people understand where we are going 
● Enable people to see the future with them in it 
● Surface what it will take to deliver (including money, time, skills and people)
● Make the journey worthwhile 
● Surface resistance and engagement 
● Demonstrate leadership and build confidence 
● Create clarity to build a project around 
● Ensure alignment 
● Answers the question – Where are we going?

Tool 2 // Start with a change vision  
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Tool 2 // Change Vision Checklist  

Lofty and ambitious
Practically realistic
A route map to where you are going
Easy for your team to understand
Well received by all
Talked about in the organisation as a positive
Visible in the organisation
A clear picture of your organisation’s future 
The result of collaboration and consultation
Compelling enough to excite and create momentum
Distinctive enough from where you are today
Aligned with your existing values

Is your Change Vision….

You don’t need to answer yes to all of the below, but it’s a
useful checklist to consider when reflecting on your vision and
sharing it with your teams.

 

New behaviours
A different focus on how we work
A different approach to visible leadership
A shift in how we allocate time and resources
A change in our infrastructure
Regular meetings, diarised time and a strong sense of
leadership (yes)
More organisational involvement, with more voices helping
to lead and shape the change
More communication and / or more consultation
More time, energy and leadership
A shift for individuals or teams - are they clear on their
crucial role in helping to deliver the change
Compelling statistics to enable teams to understand the
importance and urgency of the change

Does your Change Vision need…
 

 



Define the change you are creating in 15 words
If you are working with others, ask everyone to
each do this on a piece of flip-chart paper or an
online jam-board and then once done view them
next to each other  
Look for common overlaps - what is everyone
saying? What needs needs further discussion to
gain understanding, consensus and agreement? 

15 words to clarify our vision 

Tool 2 // Step one 

Watch the video on 'clarifying your vision' 
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https://youtu.be/JZtXLxiDm9I
https://youtu.be/JZtXLxiDm9I


Once you have a consensus, work alone to get the phrasing right, unless it makes sense to do this as a group as well 

Tool 2 // Step two  

Person 1: creating more commercial culture, generating additional income, + improving visitor experience increasing
retention + repeat visits 
Person 2: Being more corporate, balancing our budget, + improving audience experience increasing retention + repeat
visitors 
Person 3: creating more commercial organisation, making more money, + improving visitor experience and
recommendations in new communities

Find and highlight overlaps. Explore fine distinctions to resolve differences. Notice what isn’t being said as well as what is.
Once debate has happened, develop 15 words that everyone is happy with. 
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